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Maeve Kelly at 90-
A Celebration of One of Ireland’s Greatest
but Least Well-known Writers
Martin Connolly
In 2020, Maeve Kelly, one of Ireland’s very best literary writers reached 
the grand old age of ninety. This paper is a modest attempt to mark the 
moment, and to add to the growing chorus of opinion that her work 
deserves to be given much greater attention than it has received so far. 
I begin with a short bio, and then go on to provide some illustration of 
her literary output. In Maeve Kelly, I believe, Ireland has a truly genius 
writer and a person who has added considerably, through her literature 
and through her activism in the women’s movement, to the betterment 
of society and to the raising of consciousness within its shores and 
beyond.
Maeve Kelly’s parents were married in 1925, and Maeve was born 
on July 2, 1930 in Ennis, County Clare.1 In 1936, the family -consisting 
of three daughters and two sons- moved to Dundalk, which was actually 
her father’s hometown. There, Maeve attended the local convent junior 
and secondary school of the Sisters of Mercy. She left school at sixteen 
and later did clerical work in the town, as well as acting as a monitor 
at a grammar school. The family would eventually move to Limerick, 
with the father going there first in 1946. At the age of 21, Maeve moved 
to London to train as a nurse at St Andrew’s Hospital, and earned her 
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qualification as an SRN [State Registered Nurse] in 1954.2 She then 
returned to Ireland, and to Limerick, where she would later settle down. 
Eager to learn more, however, Maeve returned to England to obtain a 
post-graduate degree in operating theatre nursing, this time in Oxford. 
She found the work and training rather stressful, unfortunately, and 
this may have triggered a bout of tuberculosis, which was rampant at 
the time. She spent her recovery period in San Gerard’s Hospital, near 
Birmingham, resting and being treated with streptomycin and other 
palliatives. She was lucky to have been in a first-rate hospital, which 
had been built in 1913 and had treated American soldiers who were 
stationed there during WWI. She experienced a complete role-reversal, 
the nurse being nursed back to health. It was during this time that Maeve 
had a visitor from Ireland, a certain Gerard O’Brien, who had fallen in 
love with her back in the home country. He came to cheer her, and to 
propose to her. After recovering, Maeve quit nursing, returned to Ireland 
and married her sweetheart in 1958. Gerard was a farmer and Maeve 
gladly joined him, spending years thereafter working on their farm in 
County Clare. They were blessed with two children, Joseph and Oona. 
In 1972 they moved to Limerick.
 From 1971 Maeve started contributing stories to the ‘New Irish 
Writing’ page of The Irish Press. Maeve had always kept a diary or 
journal; writing down her thoughts and observations had long been a 
passion of hers. Little by little, her journal writings had led her into 
experimenting with fiction. She had always been a voracious reader; 
her stories are brimming with allusions to literature, as well as plentiful 
references to historical and cultural elements, making her texts rich 
canvases. On the strength of the stories published in ‘New Irish 
Writing’, Maeve Kelly received the Hennessy Literary Award in 1972, 
a prize designed to recognize and encourage new writing talent.3 It was 
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adjudicated by two literary giants, Brian Friel and James Plunkett, and 
the prize had only been started the year before. It must have been quite 
a moment for Maeve, a landmark which would change the course of her 
life. A Life of Her Own, a collection of thirteen of these stories, became 
Maeve Kelly’s debut book, published in 1976, to much acclaim. In 
1990, an additional seven stories were added, and the collection was re-
named Orange Horses. Between those years, Maeve also published two 
novels, Necessary Treasons in 1985 and Florrie’s Girls in 1989, and 
Resolution, a book of her poems in 1986. 
In 2016, Tramp Press re-issued Orange Horses as part of their 
‘Recovered Voices’ series. It was a significant publishing event as it 
celebrated one of Ireland’s greatest writers and, if we note the series 
to which it belonged, called attention to the fact that Maeve Kelly had 
clearly not yet achieved the recognition she deserved. As reviewers 
noted, part of the blame for this could be laid at the feet of early 
reviewers who were biased against what they saw as her feminist-
leaning narratives: ‘How brilliant that Tramp Press, in their Recovered 
Voices series, are reprising the voice of Maeve Kelly and her 1990 
collection,’ trumpeted Martin Doyle in The Irish Times. ‘How absolutely 
brilliant that those misogynistic, prejudiced days are over.’4
This brings us to the other aspect of Maeve Kelly without which 
no portrait of her would be complete. In parallel to her writing career 
note should be made of her pioneering activism on behalf of women 
victims of domestic violence. The two activities derived from the same 
place and the same long-held belief that the country of her birth was 
in the grip of a terrible blindness in regard to the position, status and 
treatment of women. It is this blindness, or perhaps more accurately, 
this societal disease, which Maeve captures in her stories, and against 
which she fought in her work with victims of abuse, and in her role as 
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a spokesperson for the women’s movement. Maeve was one of the co-
founders of what came to be called Adapt House, a shelter for abused 
women in Limerick.5 She drew on these experiences to write Necessary 
Treasons. We like to think that in 2020 Ireland has progressed greatly 
in terms of aggressive misogyny, but Adapt House is still in operation, 
saving vulnerable women.
For some early reviewers Maeve Kelly’s stories could be easily, 
but unfairly, pigeon-holed as feminist and didactic, as an adjunct to her 
activism. The fact that her stories were masterful observations of human 
behaviour was lost on those who were ready to simply interpret each as 
a strike against the status quo. JB Kilfeather’s observation in his 1977 
review of Kelly’s debut work is a case in point: ‘Women do not have 
an easy time in Ireland but this writer is surely piling on the agony… 
Maeve Kelly does rather much go on about it’.6 Whether she did, or 
does, ‘rather much go on about it’ or not, Maeve Kelly’s narratives 
possess a subtlety and complexity which was clearly beyond Mr 
Kilfeather’s reach. Her characters are never puppets acting out ideas, but 
complex players in a human drama. A look at her most widely known 
story, ‘A Life of Her Own’ may help to illustrate this.
In ‘A Life of Her Own’, the child, whose older self narrates, loves 
her Aunt Brigid and looks forward to staying with her and Uncle Jack 
at their rural cottage every summer. One summer, however, there is a 
spanner in the works: Aunt Brigid has announced that she has plans to 
marry, before her middle-age turns into old age. Uncle Jack, we learn, is 
not Aunt Brigid’s husband but rather her brother. He is possessive of her 
and not happy at all about her plans to leave the house, having become 
dependent on her. Brigid desperately hopes to have a family of her 
own, a life of her own, and a child of her own, and she does eventually 
get her wish, although at great cost. A writer simply concerned to 
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communicate the plight of similar middle-age women in Ireland, those 
who have often thrown their own life-trajectories away out of a sense of 
obligation to family, and, here, those who have become like mothers to 
their male siblings, would be satisfied to keep the focus on the aunt and 
her escape. Kelly, however, makes the girl the focus. Attention falls on 
her immature, even tragic, emotional reaction to her aunt’s decision. For 
having spoiled her sense of never-ending paradise, the girl unreasonably 
turns against her aunt, and her love turns to a kind of bitterness. A 
lesser writer would have made Uncle Jack carry the burden of blame 
for attempting to inhibit Brigid’s life and happiness. By making the 
girl-narrator complicit with Jack in terms of emotional selfishness, the 
author delivers a much harsher and more intimate picture of the kinds 
of emotional blackmail inherent in Irish life for women such as Brigid: 
even a child can put pressure on a woman to conform to or accept social 
oppression.
In this small-scale close-up drama of a very young girl’s feelings, 
and that of her aunt, the author touches upon a societal-wide issue in 
the deftest, most convincing, and yet most devastating, manner. This 
is hardly feminism writ large, or baldly, but rather something closer to 
applying a microscope to a society in which women’s freedom is under 
sustained pressure, even from the most innocent. It is the observation of 
human behaviour, and society, at its finest.
Other stories by Maeve Kelly uncover other aspects of a society 
which has only recently begun to address the extremes of gender 
discrimination. The issue of patrilineal inheritance of property, for 
example, gives birth to two fine stories, ‘Journey Home’ and ‘The False 
God’, both featuring women who vehemently resist the old practice 
which favours the male in the family. Of course, both stories could be 
seen as delivering a clear feminist-conscious message (a) on the iniquity 
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of patrilineal inheritance and (b) on the promotion of the ‘new woman’ 
who fights for her rights, but each also entertains on a literary level, to 
be enjoyed by readers who simply appreciate good writing. The verve 
and the brio of ‘Journey Home’, encapsulated in the testy exchanges 
between feisty Maura and complacent Sean, make for a thrilling, even 
shockingly thrilling, read. And ‘The False God’ is a beautifully written 
and yet also darkly comic story, as Tom, returned from America to claim 
the property he believes is his, slowly discovers the misery which male 
preferment has wrought upon his sisters over the years. The story is 
written with clockwork precision. Both stories are testament to Kelly’s 
wide-ranging technique, tone and approach.7
The breadth of that technique is even more apparent in the 
inclusion of the story ‘Morning at my Window’. Drawing upon her 
experience, Kelly’s story immerses the reader in the heady world of 
nursing in post-WWII London through a narrative which throws in 
passages of stream-of-consciousness expression and direct speech from 
various quarters without the guiding that a lesser writer might have felt 
necessary. It is experimental in the Modernist mode, but whatever chaos 
it appears to render is always balanced with wit, immaculately timed 
mots justes and insightfully funny quips, like: ‘All the world’s a hospital 
and all the men and women merely patients.’ [33] Here, we follow the 
exhausted nurse, whose free-forming mental note-taking has little use 
for articles and the finer points of grammar, getting a bite to eat after 
having made her rounds:
‘Go to feed my own self. Excuse me please, on entering dining-
room door. Stony stare from staff nurse at head of table. Another 
unfinished soul. Or unborn, or stillborn. A blank page doomed 
never to be written on. No label for you, lady. Ego te absolve also. 
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Who will absolve you, oh soul, my soul, my self, my me. I am who 
am. Je suis l'église. Oh for the luxury of such stupidity. Never to 
have the tiger of pity gnawing at your innards.’ [34]
The pity being referred to is that which comes when a nurse forms 
any kind of emotional connection to the patient; it is, as her superiors 
repeatedly tell her, a situation to be avoided at all cost: ‘DON’T THINK, 
NURSE. NURSES ARE NOT MEANT TO THINK, ONLY TO OBEY. 
RULE OF THE ROAD NUMBER 6,542.’ [34] It is being confronted 
with this command to erase part of her humanity (the tendency to chat 
with and take emotional interest in the patients) which produces the 
heady dream-like prose of this story. The young narrator nurse has yet to 
come to grips with this aspect of the work, noting at one point: ‘I skate 
precariously on the thin line between dutifulness and loving.’ [33] The 
resultant mix of unattributed observations, word fragments of cultural 
and religious import and parts of direct speech pasted into sentences 
makes for a triumphantly riotous and cacophonous journey into the mind 
of a young nurse who is, perhaps, desperately hoping these fragments of 
previous experience will be enough to save her: 
‘I (mea culpa. Mea culpa) have an unroutine mind. Can’t get used 
to routine. Routine spares the body but kills the soul. Routine is for 
physiological functions. The mind must have chaos for creating.’ 
[34]
If this sounds more like an artist than a nurse it is because it comes from 
an actual young woman who had dallied with nursing but, whether due 
completely to the illness she contracted at the time of her training or to 
the realization that to continue with it might involve the death of her 
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soul, she followed her heart and got out, eventually to become a writer. 
Another factor, of course, was a perfectly timed intervention by Gerard 
O’Brien, swooping in and slipping a ring on her finger, as romantic an 
action as any girl could ever hope for.
The end period of her nursing career forms the basis for ‘Anglo- 
Irish Relations’, which derives from Maeve’s stint at Oxford, where 
she had hoped to earn a post-graduate degree in theatre nursing. It’s 
interesting to note a line early in the story which hints at her ambition 
and the reason why she had opted to pursue studies in this field. It 
wasn’t because she loved the sterile environment of hospitals, but rather: 
‘I had utopian visions of changing the whole system and to do that I had 
to learn as much as I could.’ [187] The story is ostensibly fictionalized 
of course but I imagine that this line derives from her actual aspirations 
at the time, which would be the mid-1950s. It shows the vision and 
the boldness of Maeve Kelly in a world in which female doctors were 
extremely rare, and female hospital administrators probably non-
existent. Throughout that story we encounter an equally rare entity, 
for that period, a woman unwowed, and uncowed, by male authority 
figures, and also unwilling to allow her English boyfriend to get away 
with even the most casual stereotyping of the Irish. The banter between 
them forms a central part of the attractiveness and the immediacy of the 
story. Irish critics often like to talk up the idea of the ‘New Woman’ in 
Irish literature, and this term has been used in relation to Maeve Kelly’s 
stories, but a story like this shows where it came from: a well-read 
intelligent Irish girl who knew ingrained prejudice and overbearing male 
ego when she saw it. The young woman’s freely expressed honest, and 
irreverent, opinions about her environment make for an exciting, and 
hilariously engrossing read:
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‘…after a while I began to see myself as a kind of robot, 
computerized to give satisfaction at all times. But my programming 
was faulty. The body on the table remained a real live human being, 
and not, as I tried to convince myself, an anonymous mound of 
green cloth with an aperture of flesh in the centre. And the deified 
person beside me was a kind of glorified plumber, a graduate of 
barber-school days.’ [188]
This bolshie-ness, or refusal to accept things with all due reverence, 
carries over into her dealings with her English boyfriend, an Oxford 
history graduate, no less, as she spars with him over their differing 
interpretations of Irish-English history. He bemoans Ireland’s exit from 
‘the Empire’: ‘What resources do you have? No coal, no minerals to 
speak of. Thousands of acres of bog.’ But he has met his match is his 
female interlocutor, who hits right back: ‘Any minerals we had you 
stole. You ruined our trade to protect your own. Destroyed our forests 
to save your own. Savaged our religious beliefs to entrench your own. 
Rapacious plunderers. And left a bastard culture behind you.’ [191] 
Taken out of context it might seem too perfectly apposite a reply, but 
in context it enlivens their relationship, while of course making a huge 
political point. The story cleverly navigates between ideas and messy 
human interaction, making the story both multi-layered and enormously 
entertaining, especially if you happen to be Irish!     
Florrie’s Girls (as a nod to Florence Nightingale) is Maeve Kelly’s 
novel-length take on her nursing days, this time set back in London, 
with a different English boyfriend, and, waiting in the wings, another 
-Irish- one, too. It is written in first person, again, and in the form of 
journal entries. This approach is likely derived from her long-standing 
practice of keeping a diary or journal. As such, it may well be, again, 
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highly autobiographical in many respects. It was well received when 
it came out and enjoyed good sales. I think the reason for this is the 
warmth and the essential joy of the book. The central character, Caitlin 
Cosgrave, or ‘Cos’, from a rural Irish background hoping to make a 
career as a nurse in bustling cosmopolitan 50s London, is not quite as 
roundly developed in her outlook on the world as the nurse in ‘Anglo-
Irish Relations’, and that is part of the charm of the narrative. Her 
experiences in dealing with the considerable challenges of nursing as 
well as her daily interactions with fellows and superiors are described 
vividly in the pages of her journal, making it an immediate and 
enthralling reading experience. Unlike ‘Anglo-Irish Relations’, with its 
title suggesting to the reader what kind of story this will be, Florrie’s 
Girls develops with no agenda on what we are likely to find. And this, 
as a kind of aesthetic, is what informs the narrative. Cos has no idea 
what she will encounter and so she observes all and writes all that she 
sees, so it seems. Of course, there is a literary artist behind this apparent 
narrative shaping the whole enterprise, sifting through true events from 
Maeve Kelly’s experience and re-tooling them as needed, but the journal 
approach feels, in the best sense, artless and honest. It also adds an 
unpredictability to the text which makes it come alive. Yes, there will be 
moments in which she notices male empowerment, and racial prejudice, 
but these are not defining aspects. 
Cos is just as likely to be incensed by trivial things, too. One 
journal entry, for example, captures Cos’s love affair with her tennis 
shoes, for the sake of which she even pens a kind of sonnet, a 14-line 
rhyming ode, which ends:
Be still my shoes and let no treacherous squeak
Betray your presence to some thieving sneak.
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I’ll have you know that on my feet you’ll be
Come weal or woe, tomorrow, ten past three.  [119-120]
When said suspected sneak actually does thieve, or borrow, her beloved 
tennis shoes she becomes livid and we are treated to an extended scene 
in which she threatens said perpetrator with physical punishment if 
she does the same thing again. ‘That goes for everyone else here too,’ 
she bellows in front of her other fellow nurses. ‘Anyone entering my 
room without permission will get her head knocked off.’ The comedy 
of the scene is heightened by the fact that Cos is the least threatening or 
aggressive person in the hospital.
This aspect of Florrie’s Girls makes the narrative truly organic 
in how it unfolds. It is not meandering and punctuated by trivia, due 
to the author’s careful management of material and the beautifully 
realized three-dimensionality of the main character/narrator. The novel 
is exciting, charming, and packed full of detail (making it worthy also 
as an account of that particular time and activity). Cos’s interaction 
with her fellow nurses, Binks, Connolly and Hanly adds dimension 
and emotion, as does Cos’s entanglement with a married Englishman, 
Laurence. Their particular story develops in an unexpectantly emotional 
way, lending the novel an absorbing and tragedy-tinged ending. If 
that is unexpected, it is because so much of what happens within the 
narrative, be it a sudden accident or a sudden realization, is unexpected, 
and this element gives the novel life. It also gives life to the idea of a 
different kind of novel, a different kind of narrative than one usually 
expects when contemplating the word ‘novel’. There is no earnest 
novelistic agenda here, and everything of any interest is included, and 
yet, this novel has form and it has direction. Is it a case of a female 
aesthetic versus a male approach to novel writing, I sometimes wonder? 
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An earnest agenda and the presence of codifiable themes are the meat 
and drink of literary critics when assessing a novel, and yet does such 
connote a male-oriented approach? I wonder whether literary critics 
know quite what to make of Florrie’s Girls, because its matrix defies 
easy classification and neat codification (within a consistently male 
aesthetic). I wonder also if the critical community’s comparative lack of 
engagement with this text may have contributed to a situation in which 
the novel is now practically unknown, except by its avid fans who fell 
in love with its all-encompassing charm. The popularity, and longevity, 
of any given book is immeasurably bolstered, after all, if it is accepted 
and embraced by the critics.8 This may be where Tramp Press can step 
in again and find a ‘new’ title for their Recovered Voices series -one 
certainly hopes so.
Cos returns to Ireland with the hope to maybe learn Chinese. It is 
more properly an expression of her desire to learn anything, in the sense 
that a young woman shouldn’t have to feel the need to only learn and 
do what is expected of her, in the way that, perhaps, so many women 
become, or used to become, nurses because that is something that 
society has paved the way for. Her future is open. And she is armed with 
a new-found awareness of the world around her, and the prospect of a 
loving relationship in her native country.
It is lucky and a blessing that Maeve Kelly had the good fortune 
to get married to a loving man who would support her in whatever 
aspirations she happened to have. This eventually turned out to be her 
activism in the women’s movement and her writing. The relationship 
in the novel Necessary Treasons between the young Eve and the older 
Hugh Creagh, a Limerick doctor who courts her, projects an opposite 
or alternative reality: Hugh finds his fiancée’s activism unbecoming. 
Eve finds violence against women unbecoming. It is a forthright story 
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of how ingrained prejudice is among some men, and also among some 
women. The eventual break-up between Eve and Hugh is dramatically, 
emotionally and intellectually convincing, because Hugh is portrayed 
from the very beginning as a very sympathetic type. It is his kindness, 
gentlemanliness and, as a character in a book, his psychological 
roundedness, which makes Eve’s eventual rejection of him quite an 
emotional moment in the narrative; but Kelly is making a point here 
-ingrained prejudice needn’t take the form of outright physical violence. 
It might be just as bad when a man slowly seeks to convince his female 
partner to accept the status quo and to allow heartfelt marital affection to 
make up for the need to complain about how other husbands treat their 
wives.
Kelly makes another point in Necessary Treasons, that women can 
also sometimes be part of the problem. As any proper understanding 
of that book will show, it isn’t all about men battering women. Maeve 
Kelly’s critical look exposes also the degree to which women themselves 
conspire to prop up the iniquities of their own discrimination. Doctor 
Hugh Creagh’s sisters form a kind of witch-like coven, standing four-
square behind their brother and his outdated views of women’s place in 
society, and in opposition to the enlightened Eve. It becomes clear later 
on in the novel that they also support the estranged wife-beating husband 
of their sister-in-law Eleanor, heaping scorn upon her for, more or less, 
not accepting the norms of a very unequal (and dangerous) marriage. 
This aspect of (some) women’s inherent blindness and adherence to 
ancient, but clearly unfair, societal norms is explored in a variety of 
stories and in Kelly’s phantasmagorical satire, Alice in Thunderland, 
a Feminist Fairytale. Women, or ‘femblies’, in Thunderland gladly 
and openly acquiesce to their own suppression by ‘memblies’. This re-
telling of Lewis Carroll’s classic, possibly via Charotte Gilman Perkin’s 
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Herland, is testament to Kelly’s sense of humour, and, no doubt, her 
sense of phantasmagorical disbelief that women can be so unthinking.9
Maeve Kelly has always been an advocate for women’s rights and 
has always thought how best to tackle the problem of an all-pervasive 
systemic misogyny. But, as we have seen, any kind of ingrained attitude, 
and any kind of discrimination, has prompted some kind of response, 
as a creative artist and/or as a public activist. The label of ‘feminist’ 
is surely too narrow for Maeve Kelly; she is a humanist, an advocate 
for enlightenment in everyone, and about everything which tends to 
oppress. What Maeve Kelly objects to in her view of society are not 
only the strictures of ingrained gender discrimination but the strictures 
of any externally imposed force which seeks to brutalize or de-humanize 
us. Like Cos at the end of Florrie’s Girls, Maeve Kelly emphasizes the 
possibility of, and the need for, freedom. In her writing, Maeve Kelly 
proposes this question to society: what’s wrong with allowing people to 
be free? One year after the publication of that book, Maeve Kelly was in 
New York, as an invited guest, at an International Congress on Women 
in New York, delivering an uplifting speech on just this subject: 
‘There is a huge increase in the numbers of women who receive 
higher education and who have access to libraries and sources 
which were denied our mothers and grandmothers. There are the 
women’s presses and publishing houses.... there is evidence of a 
huge market for women's work. And most important of all there is 
the new found confidence among women, the daring belief that we 
can do anything we put our minds to.,’ [38]10
She goes on to say that in such an environment, women are creating 
a new literature, what she calls a ‘great body of work different from 
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anything that has gone before’. This optimism and humanism runs 
through Maeve Kelly’s work and imparts, despite all the pain and 
suffering she brings the reader’s attention to, a sense of joy and a sense 
of the possibilities that exist if only society were to free itself of its 
mind-forg’d manacles, to quote Blake. This positive attitude is all the 
more remarkable considering all the pain Maeve Kelly has witnessed up 
close in her work with abused women. 
Maeve Kelly has also suffered her own personal tragedy, in the 
loss of her artist daughter, Oona, in a road accident in 1991. Her poems 
about her daughter are suffused with love. They illustrate the depth of 
her feeling and also the depth of her commitment to art as a way to help 
us in our darkest moments. In the 1970s, Maeve Kelly’s words gave 
expression to aspects of society too long suppressed by the external 
forces of a patriarchal society. She took pain and turned it into words, 
and those words had an effect, being missives to a society wracked by 
ingrained institutionalized thinking. In Lament for Oona, and A Last 
Loving: Collected Poems, Maeve took the pain of loss and turned it into 
a tribute to a beautiful soul and a beautiful relationship. The family’s 
subsequent efforts led to the publication of a volume of Oona’s paintings 
in 2019, titled simply Oona O’Brien Kelly, and launched at the Limerick 
School of Art where Oona had studied. Interestingly, the daughter’s 
bold depiction of horses resonates with her mother’s in the title story 
of her recent re-release. As Jo Slade explains in her introduction to that 
volume, ‘Stillness and Light’:
‘The great Austrian painter, writer and filmmaker Maria Lassnig 
(1919-2014) said, “The Pen is the Sister of the Brush.” If this be so, 
and I’m sure it is, then parallels between Oona’s “Horse” paintings 
and her mother’s short story “Orange Horses” […] are evident. 
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Mother and daughter both artists, both aware of the potency of 
art, both with their individual iconography, albeit one younger and 
still at an early stage of her development as an artist. Yet they are 
symbiotically attuned to similar subject matter and both interested 
in the exploration of the human condition through art.’11
Concluding thoughts
For myself, as a male reader of predominantly male texts in my 
lifetime, I prize Maeve Kelly’s writing for what it has done to open 
up my awareness in regard to a number of issues and areas of human 
experience. While domestic violence, and violence by men against 
women in particular, has been addressed by many a male writer, among 
them James Joyce in Dubliners, the depth and the complexity of the 
situation is rarely explored as insightfully as it is in Maeve Kelly’s 
work. Roddy Doyle’s The Woman Who Walked into Doors does of 
course highlight some female victims’ tendency to deny that abuse 
has even occurred, but this is not the same as exposing women who 
continue to embrace repressive modes of thought and inherited practices 
out of misplaced respect for cultural traditions. And talking of traditions, 
I don’t remember many of the male writers I was brought up reading 
shining very much light on the practice of patrilineal inheritance, 
which has dispossessed generations of women of property and status. 
Dispossession, in my lexicon, referred only to that visited upon the 
Irish as a whole due to English colonialism. Similarly, ‘churching’, the 
shameful practice of ensuring that all women succumb to a post-birthing 
purification at the church before being allowed back into society was 
never a hot button issue for male writers. The legally enforced husband’s 
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right to have sex with his wife whenever he felt like it also did not 
feature prominently in many of the books written by male writers, as I 
recall. (See ‘The Vain Woman’ for mention of these latter issues.) This 
is one of the reasons why women’s literature matters, because without 
it, we will generally gain only part of the picture of what is happening 
in the society around us. Great writers write about what is important 
and about what is often hidden from view. Great writing sheds light 
on society’s failings and on forms of human behaviour calcified by 
generations of the inability to see or address those fundamental failings, 
whether it be man or woman behind the pen. Great writing also 
entertains. Maeve Kelly’s writing is all of these.
In the news we see two items dominate, the pandemic gripping 
the world and the need for society to reassess history. In regard to the 
former, Maeve Kelly drew upon her own battles against mysterious 
illnesses, the TB which afflicted her in Oxford, and another debilitating 
illness when she was a child (and which forms the basis for the short 
story ‘The Fortress’) to show the plight of those in dire medical need. 
In ‘The Fortress’ it is the family’s care and attention which helps the 
girl regain her health.12 In her other narratives, Maeve Kelly highlights 
the nurse, that figure who, until rather recently would invariably be a 
woman, a not very highly paid woman, working tirelessly on behalf 
of all the sick and injured in her care. Nurses don’t feature particularly 
prominently in books by male writers, so here we have another example 
of why Maeve Kelly’s literature is of worth. She has been applauding 
the work of nurses for the last fifty years. 
In regard to recent calls to re-assess history, we see Maeve Kelly 
in her stories highlight how female achievers, be they in the field 
of science (in ‘Cause and Effect’), philosophy and politics (in ‘The 
Sentimentalist’), art (in ‘The Vain Woman’), or literature (in ‘Parasites’), 
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are invariably pushed aside by male figures in their field, or by the 
system, and effectively airbrushed out of existence. She could even 
predict this in regard to her own reception at the hands of unenlightened 
critics (from Necessary Treasons):
‘…she could not account for the irritation she had recently felt 
on reading a review of a woman’s collection of poetry which the 
reviewer described as verse, the work of a minor poet -too self-
absorbed, as was the work of so many women. Only two weeks 
earlier another critic had described a woman’s first novel as lacking 
the obsessive voice. The weight of prejudice against women 
seemed at times beyond endurance, yet it was difficult to pin down 
and classify. Infuriating instances cropped up constantly. It would 
take a heroine of extraordinary stature to chart them and decode 
them and emerge emotionally unscathed at the end.’ [188]
Well, Maeve Kelly is certainly that, a heroine of extraordinary stature, 
and yet even she has found it difficult to gain the kind of recognition she 
is surely due. With a generation of readers losing out on her wonderful 
literature, her two novels out of print and her stories only saved by the 
actions of an enlightened publishing house, it is clear that not only is a 
reassessment of Maeve Kelly’s work needed, but also a re-launching of 
her work, so that she re-attains the kind of popularity she did enjoy in 
the late ‘80s and early ‘90s.
In 2020, Irish bookshops are full of titles by women writers. 
Women writers are winning awards, widespread praise, and selling 
books at a higher rate than ever before. We might call this the very 
Golden Age of Irish women writers. With the re-publication of Orange 
Horses there seems to be a new awakening in regard to the importance 
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of Maeve Kelly’s work. On the RTÉ radio arts programme Arena a 
reviewer, Sorcha Kenny, had no hesitation in placing Maeve Kelly 
alongside Mary Lavin and Edna O’Brien in terms of her importance.13 
Personally, I would suggest that Orange Horses is the best collection 
of short stories in Ireland since Joyce’s Dubliners. Newspaper reviews 
have been extremely positive, as are comments and reviews on internet 
sites and platforms. People are starting to take notice of Maeve Kelly 
again. With, we hope, the ‘misogynistic, prejudiced days’ behind us, 
Ireland might finally wake up to the realization that in Maeve Kelly 
they have a writer of the highest worth, a pioneer in social activism and 
a pioneer in writing about the world from a perspective that is, or was, 
invariably brushed under the carpet, or shushed up by well-meaning 
gentlemanly types who thought it an unbecoming subject. We should 
celebrate Maeve Kelly’s ninetieth birthday with joy, and from this point 
on look forward to a much greater engagement with, and exploration of, 




Maeve Kelly at 90, birthday photo    © Brian Kelly 2020
(Reproduced with kind permission of Brian Kelly)
Happy Ninetieth Birthday, Maeve Kelly!
Lá breithe sona duit nóchaidí, Maeve!
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Select Bibliography for Maeve Kelly
Short Stories
A Life of Her Own, and Other Stories, Poolbeg Press, Dublin 1976.
Orange Horses, Michael Joseph, London,1990 / Blackstaff Press, 
Belfast, 1991.
Orange Horses, Tramp Press, ‘Recovered Voices’ series, No.3, Dublin, 
2016.
Novels
Necessary Treasons, Michael Joseph, London, 1985 / Blackstaff Press, 
Belfast, 1991.
Florrie's Girls, Michael Joseph, London, 1989 / Blackstaff Press, 
Belfast. 1991.
Alice in Thunderland: A Feminist Fairytale, Attic Press, Dublin, 1993.
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Resolution, Blackstaff Press, Belfast, 1986.
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A Last Loving: Collected Poems, Arlen House, Dublin, 2016.
In this paper, I used the Blackstaff editions of Necessary Treasons and 
Florrie’s Girls and the Tramp Press edition of Orange Horses.
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Notes:-
This essay grew out of a presentation for the 2020 web conference of the 
English Literary Society of Japan
1) I am indebted to Brian Kelly, Maeve’s brother, for some details here.
2) From Brian Kelly: ‘It was a family tradition. Mother’s eldest sister Aunty 
May went to England when she was about twenty. Kathleen followed soon 
afterwards to train in St.Bartholomew’s and our mother Ellen went in 1919, 
also to London.’
3) The prize was given on October 19 and was accompanied by a cheque for 
£100.
4) Dec 3, 2016, https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/orange-horses-by-
maeve-kelly-1.2875760 
 Accessed June 28, 2020.
5) It was originally called the Limerick Refuge for Battered Wives, and 
Maeve worked as an administrator there for fifteen years. 
6) Review in Fortnight, 142, 1977, pp.13-14, JB Kilfeather. See also 
introduction to Orange Horses (2016), Simon Workman.
7) I mention both stories in one paper (a) on Maeve Kelly, and in another 
(b) I focus entirely on ‘Journey Home.’ (a) ‘Reflections on Maeve Kelly, 
neglected Irish writer, and the reception of her work -in particular Orange 
Horses’, The Bulletin of Tsurumi University, Studies in Foreign Languages 
and Literature, No. 56, 2019. (b) A look at Maeve Kelly’s short story 
“Journey Home” from Orange Horses’, Hiyoshi Review of English Studies, 
Keio University, No. 71, 2019. (By the way, both are accessible online 
(although it’s better to try and find them by inputting keywords.)
8) There were glowing reviews in Irish newspapers on the publication of 
Florrie’s Girls in 1989. See ‘Fiendishly Girlish’ in Novel of the Week 
section by Anne Haverty, in Sunday Independent, November 12. In the 
(Dublin) Evening Herald, November 14, there is a full page look at both 
the novel (‘A tough tale of life in the wards’) and at Maeve Kelly’s life as 
an activist in the women’s movement (‘Books are just a chapter in Maeve’s 
story’ by Mary Glennon.) Again, the same newspaper on Dec 15 published 
a glowing review of Florrie’s Girls, by Ronan Sheehan, under the title ‘Free 
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Spirit’.
9) Whether inspired by Maeve Kelly’s book or not, two rock music bands, one 
English, the other American, call themselves ‘Alice in Thunderland’, and 
are both fronted by female vocalists. They were formed after the novel’s 
publication. The illustrations in Maeve’s book by Trina Mahon do make 
Alice look decidedly punkish!  
10) This speech is quoted on p.38 in Changing Ireland: Strategies in 
Contemporary Women’s Fiction, Christine St Peter, Macmillan Press, 2000. 
See study of Florrie’s Girls in Chapter Two, pp.32-9. 
11) See Oona O’Brien Kelly, Tar Publishing, 2019. On the theme of literature 
providing comfort to the soul, Maeve’s ‘In Memoriam’ for her husband 
Gerard, marking his passing in 2013, is also a beautiful tribute to a 
beautiful relationship, the words simple yet radiant.
12) Here again, I am indebted to Brian Kelly for background on this: ‘When 
Maeve was thirteen, I think, she became ill and spent three months in 
bed, fed on a very frugal diet on doctor’s orders. A photograph at the time 
showed her legs like matchsticks. Mother and father were great and she 
pulled through.’
13) See https://www.rte.ie/radio1/arena/programmes/2016/1221/840585-arena-
wednesday-21-december-2016/ Accessed June 28, 2020.
